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Kevin Garnett’s Playoff Kicks

Stephen A. Smith on the Playoffs, MVP
Race

The ESPN Radio host talks Knicks, Heat, Derrick Rose and more.

by Kyle Stack / @KyleStack

Stephen A. Smith understands how to form an opinion and explain his stance. He does it weekday nights on
1050 ESPN New York (7-9 p.m. ET) and 710 ESPN Los Angeles (6-8 p.m. PT). And he did it during this
conversation about the impending NBA Playoffs and the controversial MVP race. A native of The Bronx and
Hollis, Queens in New York City, Smith has been covering the NBA since he started tracking the 76ers as a
beat writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer in 1997.

Smith took time with SLAMonline to discuss the League—what to look for in the initial Playoff rounds, who his
MVP is and whether voting for League awards should be transparent.

SLAM: How do you think the Knicks will fare against the Celtics in the first round?

Stephen A. Smith: I think the Knicks are gonna get
bounced out in five games. I could be wrong because
we’ve seen in the NBA from time to time how a
one-man wrecking crew can really do a lot of
damage. And I definitely think Carmelo Anthony,
more so than Amar’e Stoudemire in this particular
series, can really do that kind of damage. Amar’e
Stoudemire is a 4, even though he’s got a nice J,
he’s really a flasher and a cutter. His points are
predicated on those things, and going up against KG
I think is going to be a tough thing for him to deal
with.

Carmelo Anthony is different. He’s bigger than Paul Pierce, he’s bigger than Ray Allen. Even though he’s
about the same size as Jeff Green he’s a little bit better—he’s a lot better, actually. And I think he can score
from inside or out. He was shooting like 49 percent from three-point range (Anthony shot 48 percent –Ed.)
during that seven-game winning streak when he was averaging about 30.9 points per game. I just think he’s
one of the top five offensive players in the game—in the world. I think against Boston, as tough as their
defense is, he would be the one who would need to do the damage in order for the Knicks to have a chance.
So, I see the Boston Celtics really having their number in Games 1 and 2, although I think both games will be
relatively competitive. I can see the Knicks winning in Game 3 coming back to New York, giving New York City
its first basketball Playoff game in seven years. But then [I see] Boston coming together and pulling out Game
4 and closing it out at TD Banknorth Garden in Game 5.

SLAM: There’s obviously been some criticism of the Knicks for trading much of their depth for
Carmelo and Chauncey [Billups]. Do you think that maybe once the Playoffs start, the benefit of the
Knicks having Carmelo will be realized more than it has been during the regular season?

SAS: Well, I’m one that never believes in all of that nonsense. I think those people are smoking something if
they’re too worried that the Knicks don’t have [Danilo] Gallinari and Wilson Chandler. I would have liked to
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have seen Raymond Felton on this squad backing up Chauncey Billups as opposed to Ty Lawson, but things
didn’t work out that way. That’s who Denver wanted. But I definitely think when you think about what Carmelo
Anthony, along with Chauncey Billups, brings to the table I don’t think there’s any question the Knicks got
exactly what they needed. Those guys might have been enough to get you to the Playoffs. The difference is
had you gotten to the Playoffs with that same crop of players, who the New York Knicks ultimately unloaded,
you would’ve been happy with it and that would have been that.

Now what you’re looking to see is a competitive series against the Boston Celtics and some semblance of
competitive play to the point where you genuinely believe that the Knicks are a piece or two away from
legitimate championship contention. There’s no way on Earth you would have gotten that had they kept the
players they traded. But now you got a player like Carmelo Anthony in your lineup paired with Amar’e
Stoudemire. There is no doubt that the Knicks are on the upswing, and they got exactly what they need.

SLAM: Do you think some of the criticism of the Celtics has been just given their struggles after the
Kendrick Perkins trade?

SAS: Yeah, from the standpoint that they’re not as tough. I don’t
blame Danny Ainge for making the move because he definitely
improved the team’s depth. And he solidified the fact that they’ll
remain competitive for years to come because Jeff Green can
play. Even though Nenad Krstic is soft, he’s skilled. He’s just
soft. So, if you combine that with KG, Ray Allen and Paul Pierce
still being there for the next couple of years, along with Rajon
Rondo, they’re gonna be in the fixture in the Eastern
Conference Playoff picture. It’s comparable to the Detroit
Pistons from a few years ago. Remember, they were in the
Finals in ’04, they went to Game 7 in the NBA Finals against
San Antonio in ’05 but then they were still in the Conference
Finals the next couple of years before they were ultimately

eased out of the championship contention picture.

I see the same sort of thing happening with the Boston Celtics. I think this is their last legitimate shot to win the
world championship. I think they need Shaquille O’Neal healthy, or at least able to give you 25-30 minutes. I
think they need him there in order to pull it off, but at the same time, even if that doesn’t happen, I think by
making the trade for Nenad Krstic and Jeff Green and moving Kendrick Perkins, even though they lack
toughness because of it with Shaquille O’Neal hurt and Kendrick Perkins gone, they still solidified the fact that
they’re going to be a competitive bunch for the next few years.

SLAM: The Celtics don’t have Tony Allen to be that lockdown perimeter defender. Do you think Jeff
Green can be that guy and, if not, do you think the Celtics are in a worse position versus last year for
not having that kind of player?

SAS: Well, I don’t think Jeff Green can necessarily be that person but he may be better. You had what Tony
Allen could’ve given you in a spurt here or there. You had what Nate Robinson could’ve given you in a spurt
here or there. What you didn’t have was consistency—somebody who you can rely on night-in, night-out to
give you what they can give you. Jeff Green can play. This is a guy who averaged over 15, 16 points per game
in Oklahoma City playing with Kevin Durant and Russell Westbrook. So, this isn’t somebody to sneeze at. This
is no Rasho Nesterovic, some Slava Medvedenko, somebody like that. Jeff Green can play!

If you look at it, combined with the fact he can spell not only for Paul Pierce but essentially for Ray Allen
because he can come into the game and that would enable Boston to move Paul Pierce to the 2 spot. I
definitely think that not only gives you depth but versatility. It allows you to go small or big. You can put him at
the 4 when you want to go small and put KG at the 5. You can put him at the 3 when you want to go big, put
KG at the 4 and put somebody like Shaq in the middle with Paul Pierce and Ray Allen. Or you can bring him
off the bench to just relieve one of those things. So, it definitely gives them more flexibility, and I don’t think
that should be underestimated.
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41 Responses to “Stephen A. Smith on the Playoffs,
MVP Race”
airs  Posted: Apr.14 at 11:13 am

3 pages of stephen a. smith is 2 and half pages too much.

R3tRO Posted: Apr.14 at 11:41 am

Honestly, this is how ifeel . Franchises are built off either Ceters or
PointGuards . The 1 and the 5 spot . Which is exactly the positions Miami is
lackin in, simple . Unless we can bring in a legit Point or Center well never
have that oh-so-important ball distribution or defense for the other teams 1 (In
a league where the ball is dominated at the 1 & 2)[Not hatin' on my dawg
Bibby at all] and that low post presense well need in the playoffs to grind out
those long games w/ easy points in the paint. Something that Bosh & Erick
‘Damp behind the ears’ will never get us.

Zee!  Posted: Apr.14 at 11:43 am

The truth has set Stephen A free. Everything he said in this interview was
spot on.

IAMORANGE4EVER Posted: Apr.14 at 12:01 pm

I don’t agree with SAS making Boozer that much better than Bosh. Get real.

IAMORANGE4EVER Posted: Apr.14 at 12:02 pm

I don’t agree with SAS making Boozer that much better than Bosh. Get real.

lights out  Posted: Apr.14 at 12:09 pm

“But you cannot convince me to believe in a team that has the audacity to
start Erick Dampier. I just won’t do it.” haha love it.

Eboy  Posted: Apr.14 at 12:22 pm

They don’t start Dampier anymore.

ab40 Posted: Apr.14 at 12:40 pm

*insert useless extremely loud talking trying to look smart here*

MLK4Life Posted: Apr.14 at 12:42 pm

The Heat are a three man team, period. LeBron and DWade will have to
average 30 a piece just for them to have a chance to win. Not going to
happen against the Bulls or Celtics. The rest of the players are subpar at
best. The Bulls are much more balanced. Tougher as well. As are the Celtics.

airs  Posted: Apr.14 at 12:44 pm

^haha, you forgot the condescending furrowed eyebrow

airs  Posted: Apr.14 at 12:45 pm

that was @ab40

lights out  Posted: Apr.14 at 12:50 pm

mlk4life makes a good point about the heat needing the players who aren’t
the big three to step up. the bulls and the celtics will do everything they can to
put the onus on the role players and not let the stars beat them (and they’ll be
operating under the same defensive system that’s historically very good at
doing this).

MLK4Life Posted: Apr.14 at 12:52 pm

Stephen A is right on with his comments about LeBron too.

Enigmatic  Posted: Apr.14 at 1:00 pm

I actually agree with his assessment of the Bulls, and have been saying the
same thing here as well.
I think the Bulls will go deep in the playoffs, but their lack of a solid 2-guard
stops me short of predicting a title for them this year.
Of course, I hope I’m wrong though!

airs  Posted: Apr.14 at 1:07 pm

this is why i don’t like Stephen A. – he usually states the obvious or what has
been the popular opinion for most of the year and never says anything
profound or different. cmon matic, we knew the bulls need a 2 guard,
everybody does. but we’re just not yelling it and giving the crazy eyes while
we say it.

Lakers, Miami Heat, New York Knicks, Oklahoma City Thunder, Playoffs 2011, Q + A, San Antonio
Spurs, Stephen A. Smith
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also, i didn’t read ALL of it cuz i already don’t like him, hehhh

Ryne Nelson  Posted: Apr.14 at 1:11 pm

No mention of Luol, though… He’s quite possibly put in his best season the L.

LeBron de Con Posted: Apr.14 at 1:14 pm

My momma (and e-but-boy) say knock you out.

JTaylor21 Posted: Apr.14 at 1:25 pm

Of course he doesn’t mention Deng. He’s part of the masses that think
DRose is the only reason the bulls are so good.

Flight Posted: Apr.14 at 1:29 pm

I cannot believe I actually agree with Stephan A. Smith for most of his
answers. Minus Boozer being that much better that Bosh. I really don’t think
Boozer is much less of a finesse player than Bosh is.

T-Money Posted: Apr.14 at 1:38 pm

Stephen A. makes a lot of good points but misses on some others. 1- Carlos
Boozer LOOKS tougher than CB (and perception is very important it seems)
but he actually isn’t. He’s a much worse defender, he rarely sacrifices his
body and he doesn’t post up more often than Bosh does. He yells though. A
lot. And he grunts too. 2- Derrick Rose’s height influencing his MVP pick is
sad and laughable. Until short gards get 2.5 points for made lay ups this is
completely irrelevant.

lights out  Posted: Apr.14 at 1:58 pm

i’m with you, t-money, especially on that last point. d-rose gets mvp over
dwight because he’s smaller, therefore it’s tougher for him? i think d-rose gets
mvp–to me, the fact that the bulls will have home court throughout the
playoffs clinches it for him–but to say he deserves it because of his size is a
joke.

JTaylor21 Posted: Apr.14 at 2:02 pm

I’m sorry bout 27ppg with 46% shooting doesn’t equate into being
unstoppable on offense.
’86 MJ was unstoppable, ’71 Kareem was unstoppable, ’61/’62 Wilt was
unstoppable, ’11 KD far from unstoppable.

nbk  Posted: Apr.14 at 2:44 pm

SA gets somethings right, and somethings are just weird. You take physical
size into MVP consideration? wtf? Its about how productive you are on the
court, not how much bigger you are then everyone else. And I tend to agree
about Chicago, although I don’t think they re a SG away from “multiple”
championships. If anything, this is their shot, cuz Miami is gonna be terrifying
after this year. And Chicago is stretched out talent wise, they still got people
to pay, and a drastically smaller CBA to deal with. So idk, I don’t feel as good
about Chicago’s future as seemingly everyone else does.

LA Huey  Posted: Apr.14 at 3:21 pm

Damn, I aint seen this much rational commenting in awhile here. I guess all it
takes is an SAS post.
@nbk, I agree with your comment about the Bulls. I think they’ll contend for
the next few years but I don’t think they have much room to improve unless
they get a Spurs-like steal in the draft for an SG.

Bruno Posted: Apr.14 at 3:25 pm

carlos boozer dissapears in the playoffs just go and watch LA-Utah playoff
series from last year and you’ll understand, watch Millsap and see he was the
one battling Pau, Bynum and Lamar

Allenp  Posted: Apr.14 at 3:40 pm

I was nodding along, right up until the last part about Boozer.
WTH, Stephen A.
WTH

nbk  Posted: Apr.14 at 4:02 pm

yeah I have no idea how you can say something like that about a guy who
struggles against any playoff team with a defensive big over 6’9. And Bosh
has been better every year of his career but 2, production/efficiency wise, if
i’m not mistaken. So yeah, that made no sense to me either.

Kyle Stack  Posted: Apr.14 at 5:10 pm

Love the comments, everybody. But for the folks who say physical size
doesn’t or shouldn’t factor into an MVP vote, I present you Steve Nash,
back-to-back League MVP.
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nbk  Posted: Apr.14 at 5:19 pm

his size had nothing to do with him getting MVP. Just like Shaq’s had nothing
to do with him getting it, and LeBron, and MJ, and Tim Duncan, bill russel,
karl malone, allen iverson, kobe bryant, wilt chamberlain, magic johnson, larry
bird, moses malone and every MVP in league history. Size doesn’t play a
role, it shouldn’t play a role, and its ridiculous to insinuate it does. Its about
what you produce on the court, how much your team wins, and how important
you are to that winning. (be it as a teammate (Nash), Scorer (Jordan), force
(wilt) anything that encourages or aides winning)

T-Money Posted: Apr.14 at 5:22 pm

kyle: there’s some of that, there was a lot of other factors as well. people that
have been commenting on slam for a while know exactly what i’m talking
about.

Jono Posted: Apr.14 at 5:46 pm

@nbk Of course size counts, even if it’s extremely little. How could Shaq at
his peak only deserve 1 MVP? I’m not saying Dwight should be this years
MVP, DRose is hands down. That being said, people took Shaqs early
dominance for granted and was something they continually expected. This
will defintely apply to Dwight in the future. Even if he leads his team to a
number one seed, if some media darling does almost as well and he’s a
guard, that guy will have a fair shot too. It’s rubbish but big Arnold-built dudes
will always be at a small disadvantage for the MVP unless they tear the rim
down every night.

nbk  Posted: Apr.14 at 5:56 pm

People expected great things from great players. Not big players. Michael
Jordan ONLY has 6 MVPs, and I say only because he was clearly the best
player in the league for atleast 10 years. Kobe only has 1. Shaq literally only
got jipped out of 1 MVP, and he came in 2nd in the voting, its not like people
just passed him off. Size has no barring whatsoever, consistent dominance
does. Like LeBron who will surely get overlooked a few times in his career, if
he hasn’t been already. The MVP race is as much about the story as it is the
perfomance, which is really why Nash got his 1st MVP, which is coincidentally
the same year shaq got jipped. And it was about Phoenix’s record, not Steve
Nash’s height.

Enigmatic  Posted: Apr.14 at 6:02 pm

Actually, MJ had 5 MVPs.
WTF…

nbk  Posted: Apr.14 at 6:04 pm

my bad matic lol even further illustrates my point.

balher Posted: Apr.14 at 6:14 pm

About this MVP business it goes to Derrick Rose period.
Lets put the whole size thing out of the equation: 1.
Chicago had 20+ more wins than the previous season plus 1st seed (Magic 7
less wins and 4th seed from last years 2nd). 2. D12′s offensive game relies
on Magic three point shooting which more often than not.Yes he definitely
effects the defensive end but his FT % makes him a liability.His post game is
improving but he ain’t Hakeem or Shaq.
D-Rose on the other hand basically has to beat the defense from up
top.(While remaining out of foul trouble or baiting referees to give him
technical fouls).

balher Posted: Apr.14 at 6:14 pm

And if you had to build a team around either of these 2 which one would you
choose?

nbk  Posted: Apr.14 at 6:32 pm

Dwight Howard, every day of every year. You win in the NBA with bigmen,
you sell tickets with guards. (unless you have Michael Jordan, then you do
both)

rudy  Posted: Apr.14 at 6:36 pm

Jeez, can that guy talk. It must have taken at least 3 or 4 hours to transcribe
that interview.

Kyle Stack  Posted: Apr.14 at 8:24 pm

@rudy About two hours, almost straight-through. From the start of
Lakers/Kings last night up to the start of overtime.

Kyle Stack  Posted: Apr.14 at 8:25 pm

@rudy Yes. About two hours, basically the entire regulation of the
Lakers/Kings game last night.
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rudy  Posted: Apr.14 at 9:19 pm

wow. I bet your recorder wants to kill it self now hahaha. hide all the sharp
objects and liquid based substances.
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